The fact that codon usage varies among phylogenetic groups, as suggested by the "genome hypothesis" , implies that there are periods when the mutation fixation process shows biases that differ according to evolutionary-tree branches. These biases allow sequences with different codon frequencies to be obtained from a common ancestor. These periods are said to be rare and short (Ikemura 198 1; Kimura 198 l) , implying that the bias would only have a minor role and thus that the bias has been neglected in all models built to estimate evolutionary rate. For instance, all mammals have a similar average codon usage (Maruyama et-al. 1986 ); however, some counterexamples have been cited in the literature, particularly for mitochondria. Lanave et al. (1984) have shown that codon usage in human mitochondria is different from that in mouse, bovine, and rat mitochondria, implying a nonstationarity of the evolutionary process; that is, the transition matrix of the substitution process is not constant. This nonstationarity, extending to many branches of the evolutionary tree (with the possible exception of the branches that connect mice and rats), should lead to a difference in codon usage in mammalia mitochondria (Gautier 1987) .
We consider here the same mammalian gene families studied by Li et al. (1985) . We have characterized the substitution process in two ways. One way presents, for each gene family, the differences between the G+C percentage in position III of codons of each pair of sequences (AI11 [G+C%] in table 1). Although this is not a perfect measure of codon usage divergence as it depends on amino acid composition, the compared sequences are homologous, and thus amino acid composition variations may be supposed to have a minor effect on G+C frequencies in position III. The second way analyzes the asymmetry of differences between the sequences. Let A/G represent the occurrence of an A in position III of a codon in sequence one aligned opposite a G in sequence two. A similar meaning is attached to G/A, C/U, and U/C. Let a, g, c, and u (the first letter of each pair) represent, respectively, the number of occurrences of each of those four transition differences. Since transition differences in codon position III are essentially silent, an influence of primary protein structure can be ignored. Thus, significant differences between a and g and between c and u imply variation of the silent mutational process. One can test whether the number of these transition differences departs significantly from the expected equality, by means of a x2 of 2 df obtained from [(a -g) 
. A significant x2 value implies that the transition differences between the two sequences are not symmetric.
Surprisingly, for 14 (48%) of 29 families there is at least one pair of sequences with significant (P < .05 by x2 test; table 1) asymmetric differences. In nearly all cases this asymmetry is associated with a modification of G+C frequency in the third position NOTE.-BV = bovine; Dg = dog; Gp = guinea pig; Gt = goat; Hs = horse; Hm = hamster; Mk = monkey; Mn = man; MS = mouse; Pg = pig; Rb = rabbit; Rt = rat; and Sh = sheep. B Synonymous substitutions/site/109 years (from Li et al. 1985, table 3) . b The pair of species for which the details are given. If more than two species were compared, the pair with the greatest difference in G+C content in the third position (AIR) was chosen. c G+C percentage difference in the third codon position between the two compared genes. d Sum of the two values obtained between the first two columns of? (A/G, G/A) and that obtained for the last two columns of? (U/CC/U). Significant values of the resulting 2 df x2 are given. e Number of transition differences in the third position for the two aligned genes. f Number of codons compared between the two aligned genes. g When more than two species were compared, the number of significant pairs and the number of comparisons are noted.
of codons, as seen by a mean AI11 (C+G%) of 16.3%. This association is not strict, since AI11 (C+G%) depends not only on transition differences but also on transversion differences and on the relative number of invariable positions. This suggests a relationship between the asymmetry of differences and the structure in isochores of the genome (Bernardi et al. 1985) . Indeed, the mammalian genome is characterized by a mosaic of very long (>300 kb) DNA segments, the isochores, which belong to a small number of classes showing different G+C levels, and by a fairly homogeneous base composition. Therefore, codon-usage change could result from isochore change or modification of isochore organization.
Finally, the large number of mammalian gene families in which the silent transition matrix is not constant may have consequences for models of estimating substitution rates. Because relationships between asymmetrical differences and evolutionary rate must also be considered, no direct conclusion can be drawn from the present study.
